
SIDEWINDER® RESCUE
PERSONAL DISTRESS MARKER LIGHT  

Diffuser provides omnidirectional light
per  CID A-A-59176 

(formerly MIL-SPEC MIL-L-38217D)

“Slide-in-Place” diffuser can be used with

any LED color for omnidirectional light

Includes two AA alkaline batteries; 
also accepts lithium AA batteries 

for extended operation in extreme 
temperature environments (-40F to 150F)

Securely attaches to MOLLE or other
straps using MOLLE retainer

Cord attachment for paracord lanyard, which
provides extra security from loss of light and

allows it to be worn around the neck

Aluminum plate provides flat surface to
adhere Velcro® for attaching to helmet

Tactile battery polarity indicator on body aids
in battery replacement in dark environments

Rubber dome push-button switch with pull-to-turn
rotary selector knob for LED selection; 

prevents accidental mode changes

Easy to use even when wearing heavy gloves

IR Safe Mode prevents accidental activation
and battery depletion while in IR mode

The Sidewinder Rescue is a slim, lightweight personal light that can be used as a

life-saving beacon in times of distress. A 185° articulating head features a “slide-

in-place” diffuser that projects omnidirectional light so you can be seen from

almost anywhere.
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White C4® LED
Blue LED: 470 nm peak wavelength
IR LED: 880 nm peak wavelength
Green LED: 527 nm peak wavelength

®
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Pull-to-turn rotary selector knob for LED selection; prevents accidental mode changes
Powers on at low output and progresses to high intensity in four discrete steps
Double-click push button for strobe (all LED colors have a strobe function)
All functions can be performed one-handed

 185º tilting head directs the beam where you need it

High impact super tough nylon construction; unbreakable, gasket-sealed polycarbonate lens 
3 meter impact resistance tested
IPX7 waterproof to 1 meter for 30 minutes. O-Ring and gasket sealed openings 
Meets MIL-STD-810F, Method 512.4

Length: 4.65 in. (11.81 cm)
5.02 ounces (142 grams) with alkaline batteries (included with purchase)
4.38 ounces (124 grams) with lithium batteries.

Streamlight warrants its Sidewinder (except batteries) will be free from manufacturing
defects under normal use for 12 months after purchase

See reverse for part numbersFlash rate:  110 bpm (default); push and hold button to achieve 50 bpm

LED Color Low Medium 1 Medium 2 High Strobe
(100% output)

White C4 LED 100+ hours 45 hours 11 hours 5.5 hours 10 hours
Blue 150+ hours 100 hours 35 hours 16 hours 30 hours
IR 200+ hours 140 hours 60 hours 24 hours 40 hours
Green 150+ hours 100 hours 35 hours 16 hours 30 hours

LEDs provide all of the colors you need for a distress marker - no need to use filters
that can get lost or broken
- White C4® LED for bright light: 55 lumens; 1,175 candela; 69m beam distance
- Blue LED alerts friendly forces; distinguishes strobe from ground fire: 1.8 lumens; 

130 candela; 23m beam distance
- IR LED for covert operations: 25mW/sr (min) radiant intensity
- Green LED to help preserve night vision: 4.5 lumens; 68 candela; 

16m beam distance
All LEDs provide unidirectional light for general lighting needs and omni-directional light
when using the diffuser
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   Part # Item Description 

14065 Sidewinder Rescue Kit (Aviation Model) White C4 LED, Green, Blue, IR LEDs
Includes MOLLE retainer, paracord and 2 “AA” alkaline batteries.  Boxed 

14069 Sidewinder Rescue Kit (Aviation Model) White C4 LED, Green, Blue, IR LEDs
Includes MOLLE retainer, paracord and 2 “AA” alkaline batteries. Clam

14066 Sidewinder Rescue (Aviation Model) White C4 LED, Green, Blue, IR LEDs.
Includes 2 “AA” alkaline batteries. Box

14067 Sidewinder Rescue (Aviation Model) White C4 LED, Green, Blue, IR LEDs.
Includes 2 “AA” alkaline batteries. Clam packaged.

14068 Sidewinder Rescue (Aviation Model) White C4 LED, Green, Blue, IR LEDs.
Includes E-mount and 2 “AA” alkaline batteries. Box


